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  , sent the Appellant a Medical 
Transportation Notice informing him that the transportation requests to 

 in , Michigan were being denied because 
he had chosen a provider outside the local community when comparable care 
was available locally. 

3. On , the Appellant filed a Request for Hearing with the State 
Office of Administrative Hearings and Rules. 

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 

The Medical Assistance Program is established pursuant to Title XIX of the Social Security 
Act and is implemented by Title 42 of the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR).  It is 
administered in accordance with state statute, the Social Welfare Act, the Administrative 
Code, and the State Plan under Title XIX of the Social Security Act Medical Assistance 
Program. 
 
The Medical Transportation coverage under the State Medicaid Plan is addressed in the 
DHS Program Administrative Manual 825.  That policy provides the Medicaid coverage 
requirements for medical transportation.  The Department of Human Services is 
responsible for decisions regarding Medicaid funded medical transportation.   
 
The DHS Program Administrative Manual 825 provides in pertinent part: 
 

COVERED MEDICAL TRANSPORTATION Medical transportation is 
available to obtain medical evidence or receive any MA-covered service from 
any MA-enrolled provider, including: 
 

• Chronic and ongoing treatment 
• Prescriptions 
• Medical supplies 
• One time, occasional and ongoing visits for medical care 

 
Exception: Payment may be made for transportation to V.A. hospitals and 
hospitals which do not charge for care (e.g., St. Jude Children's Hospital, 
Shriners Hospital). 
 
MEDICAL TRANSPORTATION NOT COVERED Do not authorize payment 
for the following: 

 
• Transportation for non-covered services (e.g., AA meetings, medically 

unsupervised weight reduction, trips to pharmacies for reasons other 
than obtaining MA-covered items). 
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• Reimbursement for transportation for episodic medical services and 
pharmacy visits that has already been provided. 

• Transportation costs for long-term care (LTC) residents. LTC facilities 
are expected to provide transportation for services outside their 
facilities. 

• Transportation costs to meet a client’s personal choice of provider for 
routine medical care outside the community when comparable care is 
available locally. Encourage clients to obtain medical care in their own 
community unless referred elsewhere by their local physician. 
(Emphasis supplied by ALJ) 

• DCH authorized transportation for clients enrolled in managed care is 
limited. See “CLIENTS IN MANAGED CARE.” 

 
Exception: Dental, substance abuse or community mental health services 
are not provided by managed care; therefore, a DCH authorization for 
medical transportation for these services may still be necessary. 
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A Medicaid beneficiary bears the burden of proving he or she was denied a medically 
necessary and appropriate service.  See, e.g., J.K By and Through R.K. v Dillenberg, 836 F 
Supp 694, 700 (Ariz, 1993).  Whether the Appellant satisfied that burden here must be 
determined in accord with the preponderance of the evidence standard.  See, e.g., Aquilina 
v General Motors Corp, 403 Mich 206, 210; 267 NW2d 923 (1978).   
 
The Michigan Supreme Court defines proof, by a preponderance of the evidence, as 
requiring the fact finder to believe that the evidence supporting the existence of the 
contested fact outweighs the evidence supporting its nonexistence.  See, e.g., Martucci v 
Detroit Police Comm'r, 322 Mich 270, 274; 33 NW2d 789 (1948). 
 
Regarding an appeal filed with the State Office of Administrative Hearing and Rules for the 
Department of Community Health, the Administrative Law Judge is given ultimate discretion 
to determine the weight and credibility of the evidence presented.  Wiley v Henry Ford 
Cottage Hosp, 257 Mich App 488, 491; 668 NW2d 402 (2003); Zeeland Farm Services, Inc 
v JBL Enterprises, Inc, 219 Mich App 190, 195; 555 NW2d 733 (1996) (the fact finder is 
provided with the unique opportunity to observe or listen to witnesses; and, it is the fact 
finder's responsibility to determine the credibility and weight of the testimony and other 
evidence provided). 








